The Future is Now

Sensor Walk™ KAFO – New Level of Stance Control

Finally – the KAFO your patients need! Sensor Walk delivers unmatched stance control with infinite locking positions that provides stability even without full knee extension. Developed in conjunction with Mayo Clinic, Sensor Walk’s 300 lbs (136 kg) weight limit and 15° knee flexion accommodation opens stance control to a wider patient population.

Our family of KAFOs includes

E-MAG Control – security of a locked knee that unlocks via remote control
Unilateral Joints – the only conventional system with a weight rating
FreeWalk – more natural gait by mechanically locking during stance, unlocking during swing

Meet our family of KAFOs or learn about our new Advanced Outcome Measures KAFO course by calling 800.328.4058 and talking with your local Sales Representative.
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